COLLOQUY

ANIL particularly enjoyed the McManus sudoku pangrams and the two Kahan quizzes. Also Thorpe, Puder, Hauptman and Francis.

Word Ways is interested in short Poetic Posers to use as fillers. One example is this meager effort:

THE SPY

An old spy was now on the run
And his code name needed redone.
Decided with some haste
Was a change in his base.
So now he’s called 0011

So what is his new base? This refers to James Bond, 007, so now his base is 6.

POEMS – PART I: Letter C

Another contribution from John Bannon

Crabs

Crab clans crocodile, constantly creeping. Canoes creep closer. Confused crab clans chimble; slowcash calemente.

Small crustaceans creep about closer together. People in canoes come closer to have a look as the puzzled groups of crabs fall apart into smaller groups, acting crazy because of the Sun’s heat.

Crabs

Crab clans crocodile,
Constantly creeping.
Canoes creep closer.
Confused crab clans chimble;
Slowcash calemente.